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Thursday, May 12 of 2016

DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN?

Dear children:

On the eve of the fulfillment of the ninety-nine years of My Apparitions in Fatima, I would like to
lead you through Lis for you to find the Mercy of God.

I would like your souls to search for the perfect union with each one of the inner gardens of Lis-
Fatima, and at the same time, to find the source of the original purity not only for yourselves but
also for the world.

I come, children, on this day of vigil of prayer for us to continue praying for peace, without getting
tired of pronouncing the blessed prayer of the Hail Mary.

In this month of May I want to see you full in the prayer as in the inner union with the Immaculate
Heart of Mary. Therefore, dear children, once more the doors of the Kingdom of Lis-Fatima, of the
Inner Sanctuary open themselves through the hands of the holy angels that welcome and receive
those who, day by day, walk without delay through the path of transformation.

United to the Inner Sanctuary of Lis-Fatima, dear children, believe in this original purity that God
deposited since the beginning of your existences, and be united to others, be these blazing flames of
love for humanity.

Repeat today with joy "Hail Mary," because the Grace of the Father will be the one that will make
you worthy to be able to enter in consciousness and devotion into the inner garden of Lis. In this
Heaven of Fatima where the inner gardens reveal themselves, you, dear children, will find the
history written on Its mirrors about the Love of Your Heavenly Mother for humanity.

When the doors open themselves to the time of purification, My children, allow that the sacred
flame of Lis goes through your hearts, and that your consciousnesses be touched by the Love of
God. So, children, you will allow Lis to reemerge in you as if it were the first time; allow that all its
Sacred and Angelical Center shows itself to the essences still not redeemed.

Walk free of yourselves through these inner gardens and let your essences be bathed by the Light of
the Kingdom of Lis. United on this day of prayer, pray, My children, feeling the presence of the
Kingdom of Lis in your lives and in each one of your prayers. In this way you will find Your inner
mirrors and will reflect from this Center the purity that humanity needs nowadays.

As disciples of God and servants of the Queen, appeal profoundly and in devotion for the golden
crown of Your Mother and Her twelve stars of attributes of love to radiate to all the world, and from
the Center of Lis, to emanate the rays that will ennoble those who awaken.

May today the love of Lis-Fatima be shared among all, since Your Solar Queen is in command of
the great moment of rescue. Smile at the life that God has given you and look with mercy at those
miserable of spirit for them to be touched someday by the Love of Your Mother.
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Prepare the altar for the encounter with Lis-Fatima because a sacred opportunity will be presented
to all My children of Europe, a sacred knowledge will define yourselves forever as servants of Your
Queen.

I thank you for responding to My call!

From the purity of Lis, Inner Sanctuary,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


